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Abstract

Although deep ensembles provide large accuracy boosts relative to individual models, their use is not
widespread in environments in which computational constraints are limited, as deep ensembles require
storing M models and require M forward passes at prediction time. One established method of overcoming
these computational challenges, while mildly preserving accuracy, is known as knowledge distillation. We
propose a novel computationally equivalent method, which we name permAVG. In the permAVG method
we directly average in parameter space, such that a M model ensemble can be reduced to a single model
simply by averaging over the weights. However, due to the fact that each model lies in its own distinct
local optimum, naively averaging over the weights leads to poor results, as the model average most likely
does not live in a valley of the loss landscape. For this reason, we propose to exploit the symmetries
of the loss landscape by learning permutations, such that all M models can be permuted into the same
local optimum and can thereafter safely be averaged. We find the permAVG ensemble of two models to
significantly increase accuracy relative to individual models and to often match and occasionally outperform
both knowledge distillation and deep ensembles of small sizes.
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1. Introduction

In contrast to many classical machine-learning algorithms, neural networks are typically ensembled by
simply averaging over the predictions of M models which are independently trained on the same dataset.
The training process of the individual models varies only in their random initialization and/or random
shuffling of the training data and each model is therefore able to find a distinct local optimum [14]. Such
ensembles of neural networks are often referred to as deep ensembles. Despite this simplistic approach,
deep ensembles work remarkably well and are generally able to outperform other ensembling approaches in
terms of accuracy. For example, [1] finds that an ensemble of ten networks on the CIFAR10 [26] dataset
can easily improve test accuracy by 5%.

However, despite the considerable accuracy gains, deep ensembles face both storage and computational
challenges that prevent them from widespread use [21]. A deep-ensemble requires storing M models
and given that several architectures consist of millions of parameters, even a linear scaling of storage
requirements can be prohibitive. Furthermore, a deep ensemble of M models requires M forward passes at
prediction time, which in the case of many real-time systems may be too costly.

In order to overcome these computational constraints, several novel ensembling techniques have been
developed, the most notable of which is known as knowledge distillation [20]. The key concept behind
knowledge distillation is the belief that the logits –soft labels– of a trained model contain more valuable
information than the hard labels of the training data, as the magnitudes of the inter-class differences reveal
information regarding class similarities. Therefore, it may be more effective to train a smaller student
model to match the distribution of a much larger teacher model, than to train a model solely on hard
training labels. In the case of deep ensembles, a single model can be trained to match the average logits of
all M models and therein an ensemble can be distilled into a single model. However, although knowledge
distillation has been shown to result in significant accuracy increases relative to individual models [20],
it also has been shown to lead to inconsistent and unintuitive results. For example, [8] finds that more
accurate teacher models can lead to less accurate student models and that knowledge distillation fails on
certain datasets such as IMAGENET [27].

In order to overcome the computational constraints of deep ensembles and to provide a more robust
alternative to knowledge distillation, we propose a novel ensemble method. As opposed to deep ensembles,
in which models are averaged in function space, we propose averaging in parameter space. In this manner
we can easily reduce an ensemble of M models into a single model, simply by averaging their parameters.
However, although linear models such as linear regression can simply be averaged in parameter space [11]
due to the convexity of their objective function, non-linear models such as neural networks cannot due to
the fact that each model finds a unique local optimum. Hence, whereas linear models may benefit from
parameter averaging as each model is an estimation of the same globally optimal parameters, averaging
neural networks can be a detriment as the average of two distant optima may not lie in a valley of the loss
landscape.

However, the fact that two networks find different local optima does not imply that the networks are
functionally different. In fact, one network could merely be a permutation of the other. By permuting the
rows of a m×n weight matrix Wi and the columns of the subsequent weight matrix Wi+1, one can create m!
different networks which are equivalent in function space, but not in parameter space [2]. We hypothesize
that the M models in a deep ensemble are therefore all estimations of the same underlying function and that
they vary mostly in the specific permutation of their weights. Hence, by learning the correct permutation,
we can translate each network to the same local optimum in parameter space. Thereafter, we can simply
average their parameters as they are all estimates of the same true local optimum.
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Following this reasoning, we propose a novel end-to-end neural network framework which we name
permAVG (permutation averaging). The permAVG method takes M models as input and learns the optimal
weight permutations of all M models such that their average is optimal. We propose permAVG as a
computationally equivalent but perhaps more accurate and stable alternative to knowledge distillation. We
demonstrate the permAVG approach on both the CIFAR10 [26] and FMNIST [44] datasets. We find that
for ensembles of two models, permAVG can significantly increase accuracy relative to individual models
and can often match and occasionally outperform both deep ensembles and knowledge distillation. This
in itself is sufficient to make permAVG a viable ensemble technique, when both storage and computational
resources are limited.

1.1 Outline

The format of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we first review the motivations behind the most
established traditional ensembling methods such as bagging, boosting and Bayesian model averaging. In
section 3, we explore various ensembling methods that are applied to neural networks. In addition to
deep ensembles, we explore other methods such as knowledge distillation and Bayesian approximations.
Thereafter, in section 4 we review the most prominent theories regarding the effectiveness of deep ensembles.
Next, in section 5.1 we formally propose our novel approach. As the permAVG approach will require learning
permutation matrices, we review how permutation matrices can be learned in the context of neural networks
in section 5.2. Thereafter, in section 5.3, we compare the permAVG approach to the exisiting neural network
ensemble methods discussed in section 3. Finally, in section 6 we discuss the implementation details of the
permAVG method and in section 7 we present the experimental results. Lastly, we review all of our findings
and suggest directions of possible future research in section 8.

2. Ensemble theory

We begin with the theoretical background on ensemble methods and explore variance reduction and un-
correlated errors between models as two justifications for the effectiveness of ensembles. Afterwards we
explore three common ensemble methods known as bagging, boosting, and Bayesian model averaging. The
majority of the formulas and content are derived from [2].

2.1 Notation for section 2

We follow the following notation conventions throughout section 2:

P = p(x, y) = the underlying probability distribution of the data
D = the set of all possible datasets
D = A single dataset where D ∈ D
(x, y) = a single data point with input x and output y , where (x, y) ∈ D
N = the number of points in a given dataset, |D|
M = the number of models
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f (x , D) = f (x) = A learned model (or hypothesis) mapping inputs x to outputs y
h(x) = The true regression function which minimizes expected square loss

2.2 Ensembling as a means of variance reduction

From a frequentist perspective, ensemble methods are often motivated by the bias-variance decomposition
from statistical decision theory in which the reducible error of the expected square loss can be decomposed
into bias and variance components [2]:

ED [(h(x)− f (x , D))2] = (ED [f (x , D)]− h(x))2 + ED [(f (x , D)− ED [f (x , D)])2]. (1)

The first component in Eq. (1) is the square bias, which represents the deviation of the average
prediction of the learning procedure over all possible datasets from that of the true regression function.
The second component is the variance, which represents the average deviation of any individual model from
the average prediction of the learning procedure over all possible datasets. In other words, the reducible
error consists of a combination of how wrong a learning procedure is on average (bias) and to what extent
the learning procedure is sensitive to specific datasets (variance). Often, as the commonly used term
”bias-variance tradeoff” suggests, decreasing one component often leads to an increase in the other and
hence a critical aspect of model selection lies in finding the optimal balance between bias and variance.
For example, models exhibiting low training error but high test error, a phenomenon often referred to as
overfitting, are often constrained with regularization, which reduces variance but can increase bias [41].
However, whereas model selection is predominantly concerned with adjusting model flexibility to achieve
an optimal tradeoff, ensemble methods such as bagging keep model flexibility constant, and therefore also
the bias, while reducing the variance by averaging over multiple models built on different datasets.

The fact that averaging over multiple datasets can reduce variance is clear in the extreme case when the
model is an average over all possible datasets (fA(x , D) = ED [f (x , D)]). In this case the variance component
in Eq. (1) is minimized and vanishes completely. This extreme case suggests that even averaging over a
few datasets may also reduce the variance and therefore the expected error [2, 18]. This intuition can also
be shown formally. We follow the derivation of [2].

Consider the following expression for the m-th model f (x)m, where εm(x) represents the deviation of
f (x)m from the true regression function h(x) as:

f (x)m = h(x) + εm(x). (2)

Its expected square error is given by:

Ex [(f (x)m − h(x))2] = Ex [εm(x)2]. (3)

Now let us define a single model f (x)ENS , which is an ensemble over all models f (x)m, in which the
models are ensembled simply by averaging over the outputs of each model:

f (x)ENS =
1

M

M∑
m=1

f (x)m (4)
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We now define the expected square error for both f (x)ENS and the average expected square error of
all M models individually. Let these be EENS and EAV , respectively:

EENS = Ex [(
M∑
m

1

M
εm(x))2], (5)

EAV = Ex [
M∑
m

1

M
εm(x)2]. (6)

We can then prove the following inequality:

EENS ≤ EAV . (7)

The inequality implies that in the expectation, the ensemble of M models always outperforms or matches
the average performance of the M models. Note that the inequality and its derivation do not explicitly
show through which mechanism ensembles reduce expected square error (e.g., through variance reduction),
but only show that on average the claim is true. We will now walk through the derivation.

Consider Jensen’s inequality for the convex function φ(x) = x2:

(
M∑
i=1

λixi )
2 ≤

M∑
i=1

λix
2
i . (8)

Ignoring the E in Eq. (5) for both EAV and EENS and identifying λi = 1
M and xi = εm(x) we find the

inequality:

(
M∑
m

1

M
εm(x))2 ≤

M∑
m

1

M
εm(x)2. (9)

As Eq. (9) holds for all x , it must also hold for the expectation with respect to x . Hence Eq. (7) is
confirmed.

2.3 Ensembling and uncorrelated errors between models

So far we have primarily motivated ensemble methods by reducing the variance component in the bias-
variance decomposition. However, it is also insightful to understand ensembles from an uncorrelated error
perspective.

Firstly, it is important to note that the bias-variance decomposition as defined in Eq. (1) applies only
to the square error loss function. It does not generalize to all other loss functions, for example the zero-one
loss which is often used in classificiation [18]. Whereas averaging over models built on different datasets
is guaranteed to improve or match performance relative to individual models in the MSE loss setting
(see Eq. (7)), averaging over models in the zero-one loss setting can provably impair performance. The
following example derived from [18] illustrates this point. Consider M independent classification models
(m1, m2, ... , mM) in which all models have an error rate e = 0.51. In other words, all models are slightly
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worse than random. If we ensemble the M models through majority vote, we attain the ensemble model
mENS :

mENS =
M∑
i=1

I (mi (x) = 1), (10)

where mENS follows a binomial distribution B(M, 1 − e) and therefore the P(mENS > M
2 ) approaches 0

as M approaches ∞. Of course, in the case that e < 0.5 the result is reversed and probability of correct
classification approaches 1. Following this result, it is theoretically possible to create a strong classifier as
an ensemble of weak learners, where a weak learner is a model that is slightly better than random [36].

Secondly, it should be noted that the bias-variance decomposition applies only in the case of a single
model and that a generalization of the bias-variance decomposition entails a correlation component. Thus
far, we have treated an ensemble model as a single model, whose prediction is composed of the average
over the predictions of M different models. However, an ensemble model can equally be represented in
a multidimensional setting, in which we are trying to reduce the expected square error across M models.
Following this representation, the expected error has a bias-variance-covariance decomposition [6, 42]:

E[(
1

M
f (x , Di )i )− h(x)] =

{
1

M

M∑
i=1

(EDi
[f (x , Di )i − h(x)])

}2

+
1

M

{
1

M

M∑
i=1

(f (x , Di )i − EDi
[f (x , Di )i ])

2

}

+ (1− 1

M
)


M∑
i

M∑
j 6=i

(f (x , Di )i − EDi
[f (x , Di )i ])(f (x , Dj)j − EDj

[f (x , Dj)j ])

 , (11)

Note that the datasets Di are each sampled with respect to their own probability distribution and hence
the expectation operator EDi

can vary for each model. Additionally the expectation operator E in Eq. (11)
with omitted subscript, implicitly takes the expectation with respect to the random variable from which Di

was sampled. Additionally, note that each model need not be the same and hence EDi
[f (x , Di )i ] must not

equal EDi
[f (x , Di )j ].

The expressions within the curly braces represent the average bias, variance and covariance across
all M models, respectively. Considering a two-dimensional example (M = 2), we see in Eq. (11) that if
both models are negatively correlated, that the expected ensemble error decreases. Hence by promoting
diversity across models, one can reduce expected square error [5].

We can support this finding through a comparison of EENS and EAV from before. Recall the expected
error functions of both in Eq. (5). Assuming that errors have zero mean (E[εm(x)] = 0) and zero covariance
between different models (E[εm(x)εl(x)] = 0 for m 6= l) we find [2]:

EENS = Ex [(
M∑
m

1

M
εm(x))2] = Ex [(

1

M2

M∑
m

M∑
l

εm(x)εl(x)] =
1

M2

M∑
m

Ex [εm(x)2] =
1

M
EAV , (12)

Hence, assuming uncorrelated errors between models, we can reduce the average model accuracy of M
models by a factor of 1

M simply by ensembling the M models. Note that this result only holds in the MSE
loss setting.
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2.4 Summary

To summarize, the core results from the previous subsections are: 1) the fact that an ensemble of M models
outperforms (or matches) the average of M models in terms of accuracy and that this performance boost
is believed to be the result of a reduction in variance. Note that this result only holds in the expectation
over all datasets and only in the MSE loss setting. 2) uncorrelated models in both the MSE and zero-one
loss setting lead to improved accuracy.

2.5 Theoretical limitations

Although the theoretical benefits of ensembling are impressive, there are a few practical considerations
which diminish their theoretical effectiveness. Firstly, in practice, errors made by separate models are
rarely uncorrelated and models typically make similar errors on inputs which are difficult to classify (or for
which regression prediction is difficult) [2]. Secondly, all theoretical conclusions are derived assuming the
availability of multiple datasets from the true probability distribution P. However, in reality, there is only
one available dataset.

Nevertheless, despite these shortcomings, multiple different ensemble methods have been devised and
they have shown considerable success empirically and in practice.

2.6 Bagging

One technique to overcome the lack of multiple datasets is known as bootstrapping [13], in which several
artificial datasets are generated by uniformly sampling from the only available dataset with replacement.
Then, assuming we have generated M datasets, we can train M individual models each on a separate
dataset. Finally, by averaging over the output of each of the M models (or through majority vote for
classification models) we can create a single ensemble model. This ensemble method is known as bag-
ging [4]. According to Breiman [4], bagging primarily helps instable learning procedures such as decision
trees, in which a small deviation in the dataset leads to large deviations in model predictions. Following this
definition of instability, one can interpret instable learning procedures as those whose error stems primarily
from the variance component in Eq. (1). An example of a stable learning procedure for which bagging
can impair performance is k-nearest-neighbours. Lastly, it must be noted that bootstrapped datasets are
sampled from a probability distribution PBootstrap, which is only a discrete approximation of the true data-
generating distribution P and therefore the true distribution P is usually smoother and more spread out
than PBootstrap [3]. For this reason, bagging is a trade-off between accuracy gains as a result of reduction
in variance and accuracy reduction as a result of increased bias due to the fact that Pbootstrap is only an
approximation of P.

2.7 Boosting

In addition to bagging, boosting [15] is another similar but slighty more complex ensemble method. There
are several boosting algorithm variants and here we only describe Adaboost. There are three main differences
between boosting and bagging. Firstly, in boosting, models are built in sequence and in each iteration the
current bootstrap sampling distribution is dependent on the previous iteration. In the first iteration,
bagging and boosting are identical and both build a model based on a bootstrapped dataset in which
data points have been sampled uniformly from the original dataset. However, whereas bagging repeats the
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same procedure indefinitely, boosting adjusts the bootstrap sampling distribution by weighting misclassified
points more heavily. Secondly, whereas bagging assigns equal weight to each model in the final vote,
boosting weights each model’s vote dependent on their misclassification rate. Thirdly and most relevant
to the theoretic discussion on ensemble methods, boosting is primarily applied to high bias weak learners,
whereas bagging is most effective for high variance strong learners [43]. In other words, boosting primarily
increases accuracy through bias reduction, whereas bagging primarily increases accuracy through variance
reduction.

2.8 Bayesian model averaging

Another form of ensemble methods is motivated by the Bayesian perspective, in which the available data
is believed to be the only data [2]. For this reason the notion of averaging over different datasets is not
applicable. In Bayesian inference one would like to find the posterior distribution p(θ|x), which represents
the uncertainty over the parameters θ given an input x . This posterior distribution is calculated using the
Bayes’ theorem:

p(θ|x) =
p(x |θ)p(θ)

p(x)
. (13)

Following the Bayesian paradigm, the best individual model is the model that maximizes the posterior
probability. This model is typically referred to as the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimate. However,
although this single model may be the best individual model, by reducing our estimate to a single point
estimate, we are ignoring the remaining uncertainty of the posterior distribution [19]. For example , consider
a hypothesis space consisting of only three models (θ1, θ2, θ3) in which the respective posterior probabilities
are (0.4, 0.3, 0.3). θ1 may be the best (MAP) estimate, however it is incorrect with high probability (0.6).
In order to incorporate all uncertainty into the model selection process, we can form a single model by
averaging over the predictions of all possible models weighted by their posterior probability:∫

p(y |x , θ)p(θ|x)dθ. (14)

This form of model averaging is known as Bayesian model averaging (BMA) and is essentially a weighted
ensemble over the predictions of all models in the hypothesis space. BMA is most helpful when the number
of training samples is small and therefore the number of hypotheses with large posterior probabilities is
high [10].

3. Ensembling Neural Networks

3.1 Deep Ensembles

Despite the numerous and successful ensemble methods developed, the most important of which we have
described in section 2, neural networks are most commonly ensembled by simply averaging the output of M
networks, all of which have the same architecture, the same optimization algorithm and the same training
data [1]. The only difference between each model is its random initialization and/or random shuffling of
the training data, which generally leads to different solutions as each model finds a different local optimum
[1]. These ensembles are usually referred to as deep ensembles. As an example of the performance boost
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one can expect from such deep ensembles, [1] finds that an ensemble of 10 networks on the CIFAR100
dataset [26] can easily improve test accuracy by 5%.

Despite the simplicity of this approach, ensembling neural networks in this manner often outperforms
other ensembling methods in terms of both accuracy and/or computational efficiency. For example [30]
finds that deep ensembles outperform bagged neural network ensembles. They attribute this to the fact
that bagging reduces the amount of unique datapoints in the training set, as probabilistically about 37%
of all points will not be sampled through uniform bootstrap sampling (assuming a sufficiently large set of
points). In addition to bagging, boosting methods are also not commonly employed, as boosting requires
the neural networks to be trained in sequence and therefore they cannot be trained in parallel [28]. Given
that training a neural network can take days or even weeks [21], being able to train all M networks in parallel
is strongly desired. Given that each model in a deep ensemble is trained independently from one another,
one can train all M networks in a deep ensemble in parallel. Lastly, [14] show that deep ensembles are
superior to Bayesian model averaging approaches. They show that for 10 ensembles with average accuracy
of 71% on the CIFAR10 dataset [26], deep ensembles increase accuracy by more than 4% relative to four
different Bayesian approximation methods.

Although deep ensembles offer considerable accuracy improvement, they do have a considerable short-
coming due to their large storage and computational requirements. We focus on the computational re-
quirements required at prediction time, as knowledge distillation and our proposed alternative approach
both require training M individual models initially. The first and most critical drawback is the fact that
building M networks with N parameters requires storing M × N parameters. Given that networks often
have millions of parameters such as Alexnet (60M) [27] or BERTLarge(340M) [9], means that even a linear
scaling of storage requirements can be prohibitive. Although such storage requirements may be tolerated
in the case of one-off competitions such as Alexnet and Kaggle competitions, certain hardware limitations
such as those of mobile devices make the use of deep ensembles infeasible [21]. Lastly, as the output of
a deep ensemble is the average of each of its M networks, evaluating an input requires a forward pass
through M networks. For this reason, even in cases in which storage constraints are not the bottleneck,
utilizing deep ensembles may be infeasible due to time constraints at prediction time.

3.2 Knowledge distillation

In order to overcome the computational challenges of deep ensembles, several methods have been devised
to reduce storage and computational bottlenecks. The most successful of these approaches is known as
knowledge distillation [16, 20]. The key idea behind knowledge distillation is to train a much larger network
when computational constraints are less restrictive and to transfer its knowledge to a much smaller, more
computationally efficient network, which can be used in production. The large network is referred to as
the teacher, while the smaller network is referred to as the student. It should be noted that although deep
ensembles are an ideal candidate for knowledge distillation, as all M models in the ensemble can be distilled
into a single model, that knowledge distillation can in theory be applied to any arbitrary architecture and
therefore its use-cases are by no means restricted to deep ensembles.

The main motivating idea behind knowledge distillation is that the logits –soft labels– of the teacher
model are more informative than the true hard labels of the training data, as the relative probabilities
between classes reveal information about class similarities [20]. Given that a teacher model has found a
model that generalizes well, it may make more sense to have a smaller model mimic the generalization of
the teacher model, rather than discovering its own generalization through hard label training. In practice,
typically a combination of both soft and hard labels leads to optimal knowledge transfer. The knowl-
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edge distillation process consists of training the student network with the following loss function (formula
from [25]):

Loss = (1− α)LCE (ps(1), y) + αLKL(ps(τ), pt(τ)), (15)

where LCE is the standard cross entropy loss and LKL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the student
and teacher output distributions:

Kullback-Leibler divergence is a non-negative measure of disimilarity between two distributions p(x)
and q(x), which is minimized (=0) only when p(x) = q(x) [2]. Hence by minimizing KL divergence, the
class probabilities of the student network should match that of the teacher.

Note that the loss includes two hyperparameters α and τ . α controls the relative importance between
the student matching the class distribution of the teacher network and the student learning individually. A
commonly used α in practice is α = 0.9, which clearly favors distribution matching [8]. The τ parameter
is the temperature of the softmax function. The softmax function is a continuous approximation of the
argmax function and by varying the temperature τ , we move from a one-hot encoded vector (as τ → 0) to
a uniform distribution (as τ →∞) [23]. [20] suggests that when the class distribution has higher entropy,
it is better for learning. This is confirmed by the fact that in practice typically temperatures of 3, 4, and
5 are used [8] and hence higher entropy is induced into the soft targets relative to the standard softmax
layer, where τ = 1. Lastly the τ2 term in the LKL loss, is needed to maintain the contribution weights α
and 1− α, as the gradients of the soft targets scale by 1

τ2
[20].

Empirically, [20] applies knowledge distillation in speech recognition and find that a deep ensemble of 10
models increased accuracy by 2.2%, whereas the distilled ensemble increased accuracy by 1.8%, resulting
in a gap of only 0.3%. Additionally, they find another benefit of knowledge distillation to be drastic
improvement in training time. Defining the baseline accuracy as the average accuracy of an individual
model trained with cross-entropy, they find that the distilled model attained accuracy of −2% relative
to the baseline after only seeing 3% of the data (20M datapoints), whereas the baseline model attained
accuracy of −14.4% relative to the baseline when trained on the same limited dataset.

3.3 Drawback of Knowledge distillation

Despite the success of knowledge distillation, it also has some significant drawbacks.

Firstly, although there have been some attempts to understand knowledge distillation [7, 8, 33], there
is no theoretical consensus as to why knowledge distillation works. We briefly provide an overview of the
main theories and mysteries concerning knowledge distillation.

[33] finds that the key success factors of knowledge distillation are data geometry, optimization bias
and strong monotonicity. However, their learnings are sourced from the study of deep linear networks and
it is unclear whether their findings hold in the nonlinear case. [7] analyses knowledge distillation from
the perspective of visual concepts, which they define as image regions for which the network discards the
least amount of information and therefore are most important for the networks output. They state that
an individual model trained on hard labels discovers visual concepts sequentially (in different epochs) and
that network training consists of two phases as per the information-bottleneck theory, in which training
initially focuses on learning a multitude of features (phase 1) and subsequently focuses on discarding the
least important ones (phase 2). On the other hand, student models learn visual concepts simultaneously
and without significant detours, i.e., first learning and later discarding irrelevant features. Lastly, [8] studies
knowledge distillation empirically and shed some light on some of the unintuitive properties and mysteries
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of knowledge distillation. They find that increasing teacher accuracy does not necessarily increase student
accuracy and can in fact be a detriment. Initially, student accuracy increases with that of the teacher
network, however at some point the relationship is reversed. Their core hypothesis for this behaviour is
that smaller networks do not have sufficient capacity to match the output distribution of the very large
teacher network. Furthermore, similarly to other previous works, they find that knowledge distillation is
unsuccessful on the IMAGENET [27] dataset and that all student models have lower accuracy than the
baseline. This begs the question as to why certain datasets can be distilled and why others cannot.

3.4 Other approaches

Although deep ensembles may currently be the most successful ensembling approach, there do nevertheless
exist other approaches. We mention these approaches primarily as they will be used in section 4 to help
explore why deep ensembles work, as well as help motivate our novel ensemble approach. We stress clearly
however that the accuracy gains as a result of deep ensembling drastically outperform those of the following
methods.

The first method is simply to average over several predictions made with different weight samples, as
opposed to predicting based on a single point estimate [14]. This is essentially a Bayesian model averaging
approach. However, despite their Bayesian motivation, several of these methods only mildly resemble a
full Bayesian treatment. For example, many of these methods do not learn a posterior distribution and are
therefore unable to explicitly quantify uncertainty. Rather, given a trained solution, they employ various
random sampling strategies to sample different models which are close to the trained solution in some sense.
The simplest example of such an approach is random subspace sampling, in which models are sampled by
adding random vectors to the trained solution [14]. Secondly, the methods which attempt to calculate a
posterior distribution are limited to posterior approximations, as computing the posterior in the context
of neural networks is typically intractable [14] and exact methods such as Monte Carlo Markov Chain
(MCMC) do not scale to such high dimensions [24]. Nevertheless, disregarding the specific motivations,
all of these methods conceptually amount to sampling from the same basin of attraction as that of the
trained solution [14], in an attempt to reduce model uncertainty. For this reason we refer to all of these
methods as Bayesian approximations.

Two noteworthy examples of such Bayesian approximations are Monte Carlo dropout (MC dropout)
and Gaussian approximations such as the Stochastic-Weight-Averaging (SWA-Gaussian or SWAG) [31]
approach. MC dropout is inspired by dropout [40], which is a regularization technique in which weights
are randomly dropped (set to 0) with probability pdropout during the training process. Whereas traditional
dropout is applied during the training process, MC dropout is applied at prediction time. By sampling
weights from a fully trained model, in which each weight is selected with probability 1 − pdropout , we are
able to create an ensemble of models over which we can average [14]. The SWAG approach on the other
hand, aims to learn the parameters of a Gaussian distribution based on the mean and variance of weights
observed during training time [31]. While there are variations such as learning a single multi-dimensional
Gaussian [31] or learning a one-dimensional Gaussian for each weight [14], they all result in a Gaussian
distribution from which one can sample multiple models and over which one can average.

The greatest weakness of both MC dropout and SWAG lies in their lack of model diversity. In MC
dropout all models are highly correlated, as they share significant weight overlap [12]. Similarly, the
Gaussian distribution approximated by SWAG is based on mean and variance estimations that stem from
the same initialization point [12] and the same SGD trajectory. The SGD trajectory has been shown to
converge rapidly to a low-dimensional subspace [17], leaving many directions unexplored. Such orthogonal
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directions will thus have underestimated variances and therefore be underrepresented in the final posterior
approximation.

A second ensemble approach is to average over multiple different weight samples directly in weight space
and to use this average as the parameters for the final model. Note that we use the terms weight space and
parameter space interchangeably. This is almost the same approach as that of Bayesian approximations,
however they differ in two key points. Firstly, whereas Bayesian approximations average over predictions
made by different models in function space, weight-averaging methods average directly in weight space and
therefore only require a single forward pass at prediction time. Secondly, whereas Bayesian approximations
are motivated by model uncertainty, weight-averaging methods are motivated by the geometry of the loss
landscape. It is believed that averaging over multiple weight samples from the same basin of attraction
leads to wider solutions [22]. Width in this sense refers to the step size from the solution for which accuracy
is constant. As the loss landscape of the test data is to a degree a shifted version of that of the training
data, it is believed that wider solutions are more likely to overlap with the test data.

An example of such a method is SWA [22] which is in fact the precursor to the SWAG method discussed
previously. The final model parameters are an average over several weights samples from throughout the
SGD trajectory. Although [31] finds SWAG to generally be superior, the magnitude of the accuracy gains
of MC dropout, SWAG, and SWA are all comparable.

To summarize, we have presented two different ensembling approaches to highlight the following: 1)
The fact that one can ensemble in function space or weight space and the results are comparable, given
that all methods sample from the same basin of attraction. 2) The largest weakness of all such methods lies
in their lack of model diversity, as weight samples are highly correlated. 3) There exists both a statistical
and optimization motivation to model averaging in neural network ensembles, namely reducing model
uncertainty and finding wider solutions.

All three of these observations are fundamental to the proposed permAVG approach. The permAVG
approach seeks to find the correct permutations, such that all M models become samples of the same basin
of attraction. Thereafter, similar to the SWA approach, the weights can simply be averaged. Due to the
model averaging benefits discussed above and the fact that the M weight samples in the permAVG method
stem from independently trained models and are therefore likely to have low correlation, we can expect the
permAVG approach to outperform the Bayesian approximation methods.

4. Understanding Deep ensembles

Despite the simplicity of the deep ensembling approach, the source of its effectiveness is not entirely
understood. In this section we will explore the key ideas and empirical observations regarding deep ensembles
from the works [1, 14].

[14] compares deep ensembles to multiple Bayesian approximation methods, including those described
in the section 3.4 (MC dropout and SWAG). They find that whereas each model in a deep ensemble finds an
independent mode, Bayesian approximations are limited to weight sampling from a single mode. Note that
their use of the term mode is inspired by the fact that the posterior distribution of a neural network is multi-
modal and that each local minimum in weight space corresponds to a mode in the posterior distribution.
Hence, we will use the term mode interchangeably with the terms basin of attraction and the notion of
valley in the loss landscape. Evidence for their claim can be seen in Fig. 4, which was extracted from their
paper [14]. The authors initially plot the training trajectory of three independently trained models, each
of which finds a unique mode. Thereafter they apply Monte Carlo dropout to each of the solutions and
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Figure 1: The training trajectories of three different models and subsequent Monte Carlo dropout samples.
Note that each model finds its own mode, while Monte Carlo dropout, samples from the same mode of the trained
model on which it is based. Image extracted from Fort et al. [14].

plot the resulting weight samples. It can clearly be seen that MC dropout amounts to sampling from the
same mode as that of the trained solution on which it is based. Additionally, the authors show the same
behaviour for three other Bayesian approximation methods including the SWAG method.

This observation is relevant to the permAVG approach, as it depicts why neural networks cannot simply
be averaged in parameter space, whereas Bayesian approximations can be 1. If we imagine taking the
average over the solutions of the three networks in Fig. 4, it is clear that the average will not lie in any
of the three modes and hence there is a large chance that the average model will not live in any valley of
the loss landscape. The Bayesian approximations on the other hand, are all weight samples from the same
mode and as evidenced by the SWA approach can thus benefit from being averaged in weight space.

The fact that each model finds a unique mode however, does not directly imply that each model is
learning a unique function. There are symmetries in the weight space such that two models may be distant
in weight space, but be functionally equivalent. In fact, for every hidden layer with Hi units, there are
Hi ! identical functions and for networks of multiple hidden layers the number of identical functions is
their product H1!x ... xHN !, where N is the number of hidden layers 2 [2]. Hence a central open question
regarding deep ensembles is to what extent the individual models find distinct functions versus to what
extent the functions are similar.

Both [14] and [1] argue that the functions are distinct. [14] finds that there is considerable diversity
between functions and that this diversity is significantly higher that that of the Bayesian approximations,
where diversity is measured by the percentage of inputs on which the models disagree. Additionally,
[1] hypothesizes that ensembles work due to a multi-view structure in the data, in which the correct
classification can be achieved using multiple different features. For example, they suggest that depending
on the perspective of an image of a car (front, side, back, etc.), different features can be used to classify
the car correctly. For example an image from the front may contain features such as windows, wheels and

1Note that although they can be averaged in parameter space as evidenced by SWA, most Bayesian approximations are
still generally averaged in function space.

2We omit symmetries due to sign changes, as our novel approach focuses on permutation symmetries.
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side-view mirrors, while an image from the back may contain features such as windows, wheels and tail
lights. Any individual model that learns the front (back) features may generally be able to classify the
back (front) images correctly as there is significant overlap, however an ensemble of both would be able
to classify better on average as it makes predictions on the basis of all four possible features. From this
perspective the individual models are all believed to be functionally different, as they focus on separate
features. Although, this multi-view structure makes intuitive sense, we find no convincing argument that
such structure is the underlying mechanism of deep ensembles.

Our permAVG approach will explore to what extent the functions are similar, by exploring to what
extent functions only differ by a permutation. If we are able to learn permutations such that all models
can be permuted to the same mode, then this is evidence that all models are in fact similar and perhaps
an estimation of the same underlying function.

5. Ensembling parameters in weight space

We first compare neural networks to linear models and review why the former cannot simply be averaged
in weight space, whereas the latter can. Thereafter, we introduce the notion of permutation invariance,
which is a property we exploit in order to permute networks into the same mode, such that they can simply
be averaged in weight space. Thereafter, we formally define the permAVG network and describe the final
optimization problem. In section 5.2 we discuss how permutation matrices can be learned in the context of
neural networks. Lastly, in section 5.3 we compare the permAVG approach to all neural network ensemble
methods mentioned in section 3.

5.1 Permutation averaging

As we have mentioned in section 4, neural networks cannot simply be averaged in parameter space. For this
reason, neural networks are commonly ensembled in function space, as is the case for deep ensembles. This
is in contrast to linear models, which can be simply averaged in parameter space. As a specific example, we
limit ourselves to linear regression. In the case of linear regression, averaging over M models in parameter
space is equivalent to averaging over the M models in function space [11]:

y =
1

M

M∑
m=1

Xβm = X

∑M
m=1 βm

M
= Xβ. (16)

Additionally, as the objective function is convex, each model is an estimation of the same true globally
optimal parameters. For this reason, the estimations of each individual model may vary due to different
datasets, but on average they are equal to the optimal parameters. Note that the second part only holds
for unbiased learning procedures such as linear regression.

In order to overcome this drawback in neural networks, we aim to exploit their permutation invariance
property. We provide an illustrative example. Consider the following two neural networks f (x)1 and f (x)2,
where φ is any arbitrary activation function as:
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f (x)1 = W2φ(W1x), (17)

f (x)2 = W2PTφ(PW1x), (18)

W1 =

[
w1 w2

w3 w4

]
, (19)

W2 =

[
w5 w6

w7 w8

]
, (20)

P =

[
0 1
1 0

]
. (21)

Let each individual weight wi be distinct. We set P to a specific permutation matrix for the sake of
illustration, as setting P = I2 would mean that both networks share the same weights. Let v1 and v2 be
the respective weight vectors for f (x)1 and f (x)2, in other words the coordinates of their parameters in
weight space.

In function space (in terms of their outputs) both networks are equivalent, f (x)1 = f (x)2. However,
in weight space the distance between the weight vectors d(v1, v2) > 0 and can be large. Hence, while

averaging the networks in function space ( f (x)1+f (x)2
2 = f (x)1 = f (x)2) returns the same output, averaging

in the weight space returns a new network f (x)wAVG as:

f (x)wAVG = W2φ(W1x), (22)

with:

W1 =

[
w1+w3

2
w2+w4

2
w3+w1

2
w4+w1

2

]
, (23)

W2 =

[
w5+w6

2
w6+w5

2
w7+w8

2
w8+w7

2

]
. (24)

We label averaging over non-permuted weight matrices as naive averaging. Generally f (x)wAVG 6=
f (x)1 = f (x)2.

We visualize the previous concepts in Fig. 2. Figure 2 is a 2D representation 3 of both networks
f (x)1 and f (x)2 in weight space. Note that permuting the rows of W1 in f (x)1 by the permutation P
and permuting the columns of W2 by PT = P−1, results in the network f (x)2. Although, both networks
remain functionally equivalent, in weight space both networks lie in distinct modes. If one takes the average
of both f (x)1 and f (x)2 in weight space, we see that the average Wavg does not lie in either of the two
modes. For this reason, naively averaging the weights generally leads to low accuracy networks.

Returning to our discussion on deep ensembles, we saw that each individual model in a deep ensemble
finds a unique mode and that each model has roughly the same accuracy. Let f (x)A and f (x)B be two
models in the two-model deep ensemble f (x)AB . Similar to our example above, we can average models in
a deep ensemble in function space, as f (x)A ≈ f (x)B . However, naively averaging the weights, performs
poorly as the distance between models in weight space may be large and the naive average of both most
likely does not lie in a valley of the loss landscape (see Fig. 2). Empirically, our tests support this claim
and we find that naive averaging over 6 models already results in near-random accuracy.

3This could be a t-SNE or PCA representation. The details do not matter for the example.
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Figure 2: 2D visualization of the networks f (x)1 and f (x2) in weight space. Note that by simply permuting
the rows of W1 and the columns of W2, we create a functionally equivalent network f (x2), which lies in a different
mode in the loss landscape. Also note that their average Wavg , does not lie in a valley of the loss landscape.

The core hypothesis of our paper is the following: The fact that each model in an ensemble finds
a unique mode is a consequence of the fact that each model was trained independently with a unique
random seed. However, different modes do not necessarily imply uniqueness, as the loss landscape is full
of symmetries such as permutation invariance. Hence we hypothesize that all models in an ensemble are
approximations of the same underlying function and that they differ primarily in the specific permutation
of their weights and not in the uniqueness of their functions. Therefore, we will attempt to learn these
latent permutations, such that by applying their inverse to each model in the ensemble, we can translate
each model into the same mode in the loss landscape. Thereafter, as all models are then samples of
the same mode, we can average the models in weight space similar to SWA. Due to the fact that each
model was initially trained independently, it is believed that these weight samples will be significantly less
correlated than those of Bayesian approximations and will therefore lead to substantially higher performance.
Additionally, averaging in weight space, reduces the ensemble to a single model which only requires a single
forward pass at prediction time. This is in contrast to deep ensembles and Bayesian approximation methods,
which require a forward pass for every model in the ensemble.

We now frame this approach as an optimization problem. We first note that the actual optimization
problem does not learn discrete permutation matrices, but rather a continuous relaxation of permutation
matrices known as doubly stochastic matrices (DSM matrix). As opposed to discrete permutation matrices,
where every row and column contains a single element with value 1 and all other elements with value 0,
DSM matrices relax this restriction by only requiring all rows and columns to sum to 1. A full description of
DSM matrices and how they can be learned in the context of neural networks will be given in section 5.2.

Let Wl ,n represent the weight matrix of the n-th model in the l-th layer and let Pl ,n be the DSM matrix
shuffling the weights Wl ,n. Let bl ,n be the bias of the n-th model in the l-th layer. We define the following
network of l-layers and n-models f (x)permAVG :

f (x)permAVG =

1

N

N∑
n=1

(W(l ,n)P
−1
(l−1,n)

{
...

{
φ(

1

N

N∑
n=1

P(2,n)(W(2,n)P
−1
(1,n)

{
φ(

1

N

N∑
n=1

P(1,n)(W(1,n)x + b1,n))

}
+ b2,n))

}
...

}
+ bl ,n)

P(l ,n) ∈ [0, 1]dxd ,
∑
i

P ij
(l ,n) = 1,

∑
j

P ij
(l ,n) = 1 , (25)
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We will refer to this network as permutation averaging (permAVG), which differs from naive averaging
in the sense that we are averaging over permuted weights. We will now discuss some key aspects of the
permAVG expression in Eq. (25). Firstly, it is important to note the we do not permute the weights in
the final layer l , as the notion of permuting logits is nonsensical. Secondly, as opposed to the permutation
invariance example in Eq. (22), the distinction between P−1 and PT is important as the transpose of
a DSM matrix is not equivalent to its inverse [34]. This is in contrast to permutation matrices where
PT = P−1 holds. Lastly, the inclusion of the P−1 term stems from the fact that in the single model
case, P−1 is required to maintain permutation invariance. We illustrate the importance of this permutation
invariance in Eq. (26) in the case of a two-model, two-layer permAVG ensemble. To simplify notation we
exclude the bias term and assume a linear activation function as:

f (x)1 = W21W11x , (26)

f (x)2 = W22W12x , (27)

permAVG =
1

2
W21P−11 (

P1W11x + P2W12x

2
) +

1

2
W22P−12 (

P1W11x + P2W12x

2
)

=
1

2
W21(

W11x + P−11 P2W12x

2
) +

1

2
W22(

P−12 P1W11x + W12x

2
). (28)

The first component of the result in Eq. (26) is a combination of the original network f (x)1 and an
almost identical network, which deviates from f (x)1 only in the replacement of W11 with a permutation of
W12. In this sense, we have essentially frozen f (x)1 and are learning a permutation relative to this network.
For example, perhaps it is optimal to permute W12 such that its weights are as close as possible to W11

4.
Similarly, in the second component of Eq. (26), we are permuting the weights W11 relative to the network
f (x)2. If we did not include P−1 in the permAVG formulation, then we would not be learning optimal
permutations relative to the existing networks, but rather searching through all possible permutations of
the weight matrices, most of which would lead to low accuracy networks. In this sense, including P−1 can
be seen as an inductive bias, which limits the search of permutations to those that are close to the original
networks. In practice, we find the inclusion of P−1 to be essential and that its omission leads to an inability
to learn optimal permutations.

We now state the optimization problem of the permAVG approach. Suppose that we have D data
points of the form (xi , yi ). Let τ be a hyperparameter controlling the ”softness” of the DSM matrices. τ
will be discussed in detail in section 5.2, but for now it is sufficient to understand that for small τ , DSM
matrices approximate hard permutation matrices, whereas for large τ , the rows and columns of a DSM
matrix approximate a uniform distribution [32]. We now define the optimization problem:

min
τ ,P(1,1),...,P(l ,n)

D∑
i=1

loss(f (x)permAVG , yi ), (29)

where loss is any arbitrary loss function such as cross entropy. Formally, for a deep ensemble of l-layers and
n-models, such an optimization problem requires learning (l − 1)N DSM matrices. In practice however,
one only needs to learn (l − 1)(N − 1) DSM matrices, as all permutations of N weight matrices can be
expressed both in terms of N or N − 1 permutation matrices. The solution to Eq. (29) is the optimal
shuffling of each weight matrix such that their average produces the network of highest accuracy.

4This is just an example and permuting weights to be close may not be optimal.
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5.2 Learning permutations

As described in section 5.1, the permAVG approach requires optimizing over permutation matrices. For
this reason, we provide an overview of permutation learning in the context of neural networks.

A permutation matrix is a binary square matrix, in which each row and each column have a single
element with value 1 and all other elements with value 0 . Due to the fact that permutation matrices form
a discrete set, they are unsuited for gradient-based optimization which requires differentiability [35]. For
this reason it is better to consider a continuous relaxation of permutation matrices, namely the Doubly
Stochastic Matrices (DSM). A DSM matrix is a non-negative matrix, in which all rows and columns must
sum to 1. This relaxation follows from the fact that the set of permutation matrices form the vertices
of the Birkhoff polytope, which is the set of all DSM matrices. In other words, all DSM matrices can be
expressed as a convex combination of permutation matrices [35].

One method to learn a permutation matrix is through a parameterization by a square cost matrix,
in which the learned permutation matrix is the solution to the Linear Assignment Problem (LAP) [32].
Consider a LAP in which n people need to be assigned to n jobs and that the cost of each person doing a
specific job varies. This can be represented in a cost matrix X , where row i refers to person i and column j
refers to job j and hence the element xij represents the cost of person i doing job j . Let Pn be the set of all
permutation matrices of size n × n. The optimal assignment can be framed as the following optimization
problem:

M(X ) = arg max
P∈Pn

tr(PTX ). (30)

Note that in order to be consistent with [32], we frame the problem as a maximization problem,
although intuitively, minimization may seem more appropriate as the goal of a LAP is typically to minimize
assignment cost. However, finding the argmax of a negated cost matrix is equivalent to finding the argmin
of the original cost matrix and therefore the choice is irrelevant. Additionally, note that the optimal
assignment P, is not the permutation matrix which maximizes the trace of the cost matrix - PT , but its
inverse.

[32] defines M(X ) as the matching operator, which given a cost matrix as input, returns a permutation
matrix. As the number of n × n permutation matrices is n!, solving the matching operator is intractable
for large n. For this reason the hard matching problem is relaxed by replacing Pn with the set of all DSM
matrices Bn (B for Birkhoff polytope) and adding an entropic regularization term, which forms the following
soft LAP [37] (formula from [32]):

S(
X

τ
) = arg max

P∈Bn

tr(PTX ) + τh(P), (31)

with h(P) = −
∑
i ,j

Pi ,j log(Pi ,j), (32)

where h(P) is the entropy of the DSM matrix, τ is a temperature parameter controlling the softness of the
DSM matrices and S() is the Sinkhorn operator which we will define in a moment. The key result in [32]
is the proof that as τ → 0, M(X ) = S(Xτ ). In other words, for small τ one can approximate the hard
permutation matching operator by the solution to the soft LAP.

Lastly, the solution to the soft LAP (see Eq. (31)) is given by the Sinkhorn algorithm. Sinkhorn proved
that for any positive matrix there exists a unique corresponding DSM matrix and that this DSM matrix
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can be found as the limit of alternating row and column normalizations [38, 39]. This procedure is known
as the Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm. For the rest of this work we use the Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm variant
as defined by [32], which works as follows (algorithm is copied verbatim):

S(X )0 = exp(X )

S(X )l = Tc(Tr (S(X )l−1))

S(X )l = lim
l→∞

S(X )l
(33)

where Tr and Tc represent row and column normalizations respectively. For example, to normalize row i
we divide each xi ,j ∈ row i by

∑
i xi ,j . Note that Eq. (33) deviates from the original sinkhorn algorithm [38]

only by the initial step in which we take the exponential of X . This is done to guarantee that X is a positive
matrix, as otherwise there is no guarantee that the algorithm will converge nor that a unique DSM matrix
exists [39]. Additionally, all steps in Eq. (33) are differentiable [35], which means that we can embed such
a procedure into a neural network. Lastly, note that in practice we cannot take the limit and therefore the
algorithm is only run for a number of iterations (e.g., 100).

Finally, we will relate the previous material on permutation matrices to that of learning permutation
matrices in neural networks. As an example, suppose that our network is given a scrambled input sequence
π(x1, x2, ... , xn) and we would like to learn the permutation π. The goal of the network will be to learn
the parameters of an nxn cost matrix. This cost matrix will then be passed through a Sinkhorn layer [35],
which will select a final DSM matrix by applying the Sinkhorn algorithm to the learned cost matrix. As all
operations in the Sinkhorn layer are differentiable, the errors can be backpropagated and the parameters
of the cost matrix updated using gradient descent.

5.3 Comparison to existing ensembling methods

Now that we have motivated and defined the permAVG approach, we will highlight its differences to deep
ensembles, knowledge distillation and Bayesian approximations.

Firstly, we hypothesize that the permAVG method will be superior to the Bayesian approximation and
weight-averaging approaches mentioned in section 3.4 in terms of accuracy. The primary argument for
this is model diversity. Whereas all models in the Bayesian approximation and weight-averaging methods
are based on the same training trajectory and same solution of a single model, the models on which the
permAVG method is based are all independently trained. For this reason, the permAVG ensemble is expected
to have significantly less inter-model correlation. Furthermore, the permAVG method has the additional
ability to optimize over different sets of models. Whereas Bayesian approximations select a single set of
models, the permAVG method selects a set of models in every gradient descent iteration and makes future
steps in directions of a more optimal set. An analogous procedure adapted to Bayesian approximation
methods would amount to optimizing over the solutions of several ensembles. For example, to build X
MC dropout ensembles of M models each and subsequently choose the optimal ensemble out of all X
ensembles.

In comparison with deep ensembles, we see no reason why the permAVG approach should be superior in
terms of accuracy. The motivation to average the M models in weight space rather than in function space,
stems from computational and not performance constraints. For this reason, we view the accuracy of deep
ensembles as an upper bound on the accuracy of the permAVG method. Similarly, knowledge distillation is
also essentially upper-bounded by the accuracy of the deep ensemble on which it is based, as the student
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network is attempting to match the output distribution of the teacher. In this manner we believe the
potential accuracy of knowledge distillation and the permAVG method to be similar, but we make no
claims regarding which method is more accurate. We do however hypothesize that the permAVG method
should be more robust, as knowledge distillation is known to fail in some instances due to insufficient
student capacity or mysteriously for certain datasets [8].

Lastly, in terms of storage and computational requirements, the permAVG approach is superior to both
deep ensembles and Bayesian approximations. Firstly, permAvg reduces an ensemble of M models into a
single model. In contrast, deep ensembles require storing M models. Secondly, at prediction time both deep
ensembles and Bayesian approximations of M models, require M forward passes, while the permAvg method
only requires a single forward pass. Compared to knowledge distillation, both methods perform identically
in terms of storage and computational requirements. The only computational drawback of the permAVG
method is that it requires training M models initially, whereas Bayesian approximations only require training
a single model. However, deep ensembles, knowledge distillation, and the permAVG method all require M
independently trained models as input and this appears to be a key factor in their ability to significantly
increase accuracy.

6. Implementation details and overview of experi-
ments

We test the permAVG approach on both the FMNIST [44] and CIFAR10 [26] datasets. FMNIST [44] is a
slightly more difficult alternative to the MNIST [29] dataset. It consists of 60,000 train and 10,000 test
images, each of which is a 28×28 grayscale image of a single clothing item. There are 10 clothing items
in total. The CIFAR10 [26] consists of 50,000 train and 10,000 test images, each of which is a 32×32
color image of an object or animal. There are 10 classes in total. The class distribution in both datasets
is perfectly balanced such that one can expect a network with randomly assigned weights to attain an
accuracy of 10%.

We train multiple multilayer perceptrons (MLP) with 2, 3 and 4 layers per dataset, respectively. These
are the individual models from which we form the deep ensembles, the permAVG models and the knowledge
distillation models. We will refer to these individual models as submodels from this point on. The exact
architecture for the submodels for both datasets can be seen in Appendix A in Fig. 10. Thereafter, we
build permAVG models consisting of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 submodels each, for each of the different number of
layers 2, 3, and 4. In total this leads to 15 distinct (num models x num layers) combinations.

We now provide an overview of the implementation of the permAVG approach. The permAVG model
takes in two inputs: the N submodels, each of L layers, that form the deep ensemble and the Sinkhorn
temperature τ . Note that one should freeze the parameters of the N submodels, as we do not want to
optimize over these parameters. Then for each of the N models and the first L − 1 layers, we initialize a
cost matrix. Note that this amounts to a cost matrix for each DSM matrix we would like to learn and that
the final layer L does not require learning any DSM matrices. The cost matrices are saved in a dictionary,
where they can be accessed by the key (model index, layer index). Based on our experiments, we found
initializing all cost matrices to the Identity matrix to perform better than random initialization. After the
cost matrices have been initialized, we are able to run a forward pass.

An overview of the forward pass is given in Algorithm 1. The algorithm works as follows: We loop
through each of the L layers and for each layer we calculate a weighted sum of the N model’s permuted
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output, where the weighting is 1
N for all models. The output of each individual submodel is a permutation

of the original submodel’s output. Note that permuting the output is equivalent to permuting the weights
and bias of a submodel [P(Wx + b) = (PW )x + Pb]. The permutation of each submodel is calculated as
follows: Given the model index and layer index, we retrieve the cost matrix associated with the specfic layer
of the submodel. Thereafter, we run the Sinkhorn algorithm on the cost matrix using the τ we specified
and for 100 iterations. This converts the cost matrix into a DSM matrix. Note that we do not alter the cost
matrix of the submodel with model index 1, as one can express all permutations of N separate sequences
with either N or N − 1 permutations. Therefore, as all cost matrices were initialized with the Identity, the
DSM matrix of submodel 1 will always be the Identity matrix. Hence the output of submodel 1 will always
be equivalent to its permuted output. After we have computed the output of a given layer we apply the
ReLU activation function. Lastly, for all layers except for layer index 1, we must apply P−1 to the previous
layer’s output. To accomplish this, for each submodel, we permute the submodel’s input by the inverse
of the DSM matrix from the previous layer. Note that the previous DSM matrix can simply be found by
looking up the key (model index, layer index-1) in the cost matrices dictionary and applying the Sinkhorn
algorithm.

Given the aforementioned forward pass algorithm, we can calculate the output for a given input. We
train the permAVG model for 20 epochs using the ADAM optimizer, a learning rate of 0.1, and a cosine
annealling scheduler. We use cross-entropy as the loss function. Initially, we set τ = 1, although we also
experiment with various different τ .

We now provide an overview of all experiments. In section 7.1, we compare the accuracy of deep
ensembles, knowledge distillation, the permAVG approach and the average of the submodels (baseline).
Thereafter, in section 7.2 we investigate what type of permutations the permAVG approach is learning,
by analysing the differences between the original weights and the permuted weights along criteria such as
distance, standard deviation and correlation. In section 7.3, we propose an experiment to support our claim
that networks are being permuted into the same mode. In section 7.4, we investigate the sparsity of the
DSM matrices, in order to understand their proximity or distance to hard permutation matrices. Lastly, in
section 7.5 we explore the impact of the Sinkhorn temperature τ on accuracy.

7. Experimental Results

7.1 permAVG performance

In Fig. 3 we plot the average accuracy for deep ensembles (deepEns), for our proposed permAVG approach,
for Knowledge Distillation (KD) and for the individual models of which the ensembles are composed
(submodels) for both the CIFAR10 [26] and FMNIST [44] datasets. The average accuracy of the submodels
is regarded as the baseline. The exact accuracies are given in Fig. 11 in Appendix A.

In order to increase readability, we refer to the different ensembling methods as follows: A N-submodel,
L-layer KD is a knowledge distillation model with a teacher consisting of N submodels each of L layers. Note
that the more complete description is ”N-submodel, L-layer KD model”, but we drop the word ”model” to
increase readability. Similarly we will refer to a ”N-submodel, L-Layer permAVG model” as a ”N-submodel,
L-Layer permAVG”.

As expected, regardless of model width (number of layers), the accuracy of deep ensembles increases
with the size of the ensemble. This trend is more apparent in the CIFAR10 [26] dataset, although the same
pattern can be seen in the FMNIST [44] dataset. The 6-submodel deep ensemble increases average accuracy
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Algorithm 1 A forward pass of a permAVG model

models ← [M1, M2, ... , MN ]
num models ← N
num layers ← L
cost matrices ← {(M1, L1) : C11, ... , (M1, LL) : C1L, ... , (MN , L1) : CN1, ... , (MN , LL) : CNL}
sinkhorn temp ← τ
sinkhorn iterations ← 100
x ← input
for layer index = 1 ... num layers do

if layer index 6= 1 then
x ← RELU(layer output)

end if
layer output ← 0
for model index , model ∈ models do

cost matrix ← cost matrices[model index , layer index ]
if model index 6= 1 then

perm matrix ← SINKHORN(cost matrix , sinkhorn temp, sinkhorn iteratioms)
else

perm matrix ← cost matrix
end if
model input ← x
if layer index 6= 1 then

prev cost matrix ← cost matrices[model index , layer index − 1]
if model index 6= 1 then

prev perm matrix ← SINKHORN(prev cost matrix , sinkhorn temp, sinkhorn iterations)
else

prev perm matrix ← prev cost matrix
end if
model input ← matmul(inv(prev perm matrix), model input)

end if
model output ← model(model input)
model output ← matmul(perm matrix , model output)
layer output+=model output ∗ 1

num models
end for

end for

by 4.3% relative to the 2-submodel deep ensemble for CIFAR10 [26] and by 1% for FMNIST 5. KD accuracy
scales similarly with the number of models in the CIFAR10 [26] dataset, however not in the FMNIST [44]
dataset. The 6-submodel KD increases average accuracy by 2.9% relative to the 2-submodel KD for
CIFAR10 [26] and by 0.4% for FMNIST [44]. Note that although the FMNIST [44] average is positive, it is
small and there exist several examples where larger ensembles underperform the 2-submodel ensemble. For
example the 4-submodel, 3-layer KD performs −1.3% worse than its 2-submodel counterpart. In contrast
to both deep ensembles and knowledge distillation, the accuracy of the permAVG approach decreases with

5The accuracies were normalized by minimum accuracy of the two-submodel, two-layer model such that the results are
comparable across datasets.
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Figure 3: Top: Average accuracy on CIFAR10 [26] for deepEnsemble (”deepEns”), permAVG, knowledge distillation
(”KD”) and the submodels. Bottom: The same repeated for the FMNIST [44] dataset.

ensemble size. Compared to the 2-submodel permAVG, the 6-submodel permAVG has −3% lower average
accuracy in CIFAR10 [26] and −4.5% in FMNIST [44]. Note that these averages are heavily impacted by
the 6-submodel, 4-layer case, where permAVG scores −7, 3% and −9.4% lower than the 2-submodel case
in CIFAR10 [26] and FMNIST [44], respectively. In fact the 6-submodel, 4-layer permAVG even performs
worse than baseline. However, despite the inability to scale with ensemble size, the 2-submodel permAVG
offers significant accuracy improvement relative to the baseline and can often match or even outperform the
2-submodel deep ensemble and KD counterparts. Compared to the 2-submodel deep ensemble, 2-submodel
KD and 2-submodel baseline, the 2-submodel permAVG has 0.3%, 1.3%, and 5.6% higher average accuracy
respectively in CIFAR10 [26] and 0.4%, 1.3% and 1.9% in FMNIST [44]. However, when we compare the
2-submodel permAVG to the 6-submodel deep ensemble and 6-submodel KD, relative accuracy becomes
−3.8% and −1.5% in CIFAR10 [26] and −0.5% and +0.85% in FMNIST [44]. To summarize, based on our
results, the 2-submodel permAVG is able to significantly increase the accuracy compared to the baseline,
is able to outperform the 2-submodel deep ensemble and 2-submodel KD, and is able to outperform the
6-submodel KD in FMNIST [44].

From these results we highlight the following key takeaways: 1) The 2-submodel permAVG is a viable
ensemble method, which can give comparable results to knowledge distillation and deep ensembles of small
sizes. In cases in which submodel training is very expensive, the permAVG approach could even be the
optimal choice. 2) The permAVG approach outperforms Bayesian approximation methods in terms of ac-
curacy. As a 2-submodel permAVG can outperform a 2-submodel deep ensemble and as a 2-submodel deep
ensemble can drastically outperform Bayesian approximation methods, we conclude that a 2-submodel per-
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mAVG should outperform Bayesian approximations. [14] finds that 2-submodel deep ensembles outperform
Bayesian approximations by around 2% on the CIFAR10 [26] dataset. 3) There is no evidence that the
permAVG technique is more robust than knowledge distillation for the CIFAR10 [26] and FMNIST [44]
datasets. Although, knowledge distillation has some strange results such as the low performance of the
4-submodel, 3-layer KD, it otherwise consistently outperforms the baseline. 4) A core weakness of the
permAVG approach is its inability to scale with ensemble size. Perhaps by identifying the source of this
scalability bottleneck we can even further increase the accuracy gains from the permAVG approach. It is
interesting to note that whereas knowledge distillation never outperforms the deep ensemble, the permAVG
method can. For this reason, the potential of the permAVG method may not even be upper-bounded by
that of the deep ensemble.

7.2 Exploring weight permutations

Previously, we have seen that the permAVG method is able to outperform the baseline and occasionally
even deep ensembles and knowledge distillation. Furthermore, we find naive averaging of the weights to
perform extremely poorly. For example, naively averaging two submodels with around 52.5% accuracy each,
results in a model with accuracy of 38%. Naively averaging 6 submodels already results in near-random
accuracy of 10% 6. Therefore, it is clear that permuting the weights prior to averaging has significant
impact. In order to investigate what the permutations have learned, we explore various statistics of the
weight matrices before and after they have been permuted.

In Fig. 4 one can see the comparison of weight matrices, before and after they have been permuted,
in terms of distance, standard deviation and correlation. In order to illustrate how these statistics are
calculated and what they imply, we provide the following example. Let W1 and W2 be the following two
weight matrices from the first layer of an ensemble of two models:

W1 =

[
w1 w2

w3 w4

]
, W2 =

[
w5 w6

w7 w8

]
, (34)

Suppose that the permAVG method has learned that it is optimal to permute W2 by P =

[
0 1
1 0

]
.

Hence the permuted weights are:

W1 =

[
w1 w2

w3 w4

]
PW2 =

[
w7 w8

w5 w6

]
. (35)

The final weight matrix in the naive average (WAVG ) and the permAVG (WpermAVG ) case would then
be:

WAVG =

[
w1+w5

2
w2+w6

2
w3+w7

2
w4+w8

2

]
, (36)

WpermAVG =

[
w1+w7

2
w2+w8

2
w3+w5

2
w4+w6

2

]
. (37)

6Both CIFAR10 [26] and FMNIST [44] have 10 classes and each class comprises 10% of the dataset. Hence a random
prediction would be correct 10% of the time.
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The permAVG approach has learned that it is optimal to align row 1 of W1 with row 2 of W2 before
averaging. We would like to investigate why this alignment is optimal relative to the initial alignment of
WAVG . For this reason we calculate various inter-row statistics such as distance, standard deviation and
correlation. In order to demonstrate how these statistics are calculated, we provide the expression for each
statistic in the WAVG case:

mean distance =
1

2
dist(

[
w1

w2

]
,

[
w5

w6

]
) +

1

2
dist(

[
w3

w4

]
,

[
w7

w8

]
), (38)

mean correlation =
1

2
corr(

[
w1

w2

]
,

[
w5

w6

]
) +

1

2
corr(

[
w3

w4

]
,

[
w7

w8

]
), (39)

mean std =
1

2
(

1

2
std(w1, w5) +

1

2
std(w2, w6)) +

1

2
(

1

2
std(w3, w7) +

1

2
std(w4, w8)). (40)

Now to provide a concrete example, suppose the following: dist(

[
w1

w2

]
,

[
w5

w6

]
) >> dist(

[
w1

w2

]
,

[
w7

w8

]
).

In other words, the distance between row 1 of W1 and row 1 of W2 is much larger than that of row 1 of
W1 and row 2 of W2. This implies that the permAVG method has learned permutations which align the
rows such that their mean distance is small.

We return to Fig. 4. It is clear in both datasets that the permuted weights have reduced mean
distance, reduced mean standard deviation and increased mean correlation. The reduction in distance and
standard deviation suggest that weights are being aligned such that they are closest. This supports our
hypothesis that solutions in different modes may be permuted into the same mode. Furthermore, we find
the correlation prior to permutation to be very close to 0. This indicates that the individual models are
very diverse, which is as expected as all models were trained independently. This supports our claim that
the permAVG method should significantly outperform Bayesian approximation methods, as the weights are
significantly less correlated. The positive correlation after permutation, reiterates the same message as
that of distance and standard deviation, namely that the permutations are trying to match rows such that
their values are closest. Interestingly, it is in the correlation statistic that we can see the most pronounced
impact of increasing model complexity. For large number of layers and submodels, the permAVG model is
unable to match rows such that they have high correlation.

7.3 Exploring the single mode hypothesis

The main motivation behind the permAVG approach is the hypothesis that all submodels are an estimation
of the same underlying function and that they only differ in their specific permutation of their weights.
Hence, by learning the correct permutation, we can permute the submodels such that they all lie in the same
mode in the loss landscape and can thus be averaged in weight space similar to SWA. Furthermore, we have
empirically seen that naive averaging of weights leads to very poor results and we have hypothesized that
this would occur as the individual submodels lie in distinct and perhaps distant modes and that therefore,
their average does not lie in a mode in the loss landscape (see Fig. 2). In order to test these two hypotheses,
we perform the following experiment: We select two submodels and calculate their accuracy and total loss
for several different weighted averages in both the naive average and permAVG case as:
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Figure 4: Mean distance, standard deviation and correlation between weight rows of weight matrices prior
to and post permutation. The differences between the original row alignment and the post permutation alignment,
illustrate the criteria which the permAVG method has learned to optimize.

WAVG = αW1 + (1− α)W2, (41)

WpermAVG = αW1 + (1− α)PW2. (42)

The parameter α defines the weighting of the average. In the naive average case, we predict that
weighted averages that are close to the original models (e.g., α = 0.9 or α = 0.1) should be more
performant than α = 0.5, as the prior most likely remains in the mode of one of the individual submodels,
while the latter may not lie in a mode at all. In contrast, in the permAVG approach we expect both models
to lie in the same mode and therefore α = 0.5 must lie in the same mode as well. In other words, we should
not see a decrease in accuracy (increase in total loss) at α = 0.5 in the permAVG case. Additionally, if both
models are indeed in the same mode, then we would expect their average at α = 0.5 to perform better
than α = 0 or α = 1, as model averaging should reduce model uncertainty and/or find wider solutions.
The results can be seen in Fig. 5.

In the case of naive averaging, we see that the accuracy is lowest (total loss is highest) at α = 0.5.
This supports the idea that the midpoint between two models, most likely does not lie in either mode of
the two models. For the permAVG approach, we see that accuracy is highest (total loss is lowest) at around
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Figure 5: Considering two models M0 and M1. Left: Accuracy for several different weighted averages, where
the x-axis represents the α of the weighting. α = 1 (α = 0) is the accuracy of M0 (M1) individually. Right: The
same repeated for total cross entropy loss over a test set.

α = 0.5. Therefore, both models most likely lie in the same mode, as there is no drop at their midpoint.
Additionally, their average is more accurate than each model individually, which is what we would expect
from averaging two diverse models in the same mode.

7.4 Exploring permutation sparsity

Although we have theoretically motivated the permAVG approach on the basis of hard permutation matrices,
in practice we must resort to DSM matrices which allow for gradient-based optimization. This concession
however, is by no means a limitation, as DSM matrices offer more flexibility than permutation matrices.
In addition to the ability to shuffle rows, which both permutation matrices and DSM matrices share, DSM
matrices have the additional ability to alter the values of the elements in the weight matrices. The tradeoff
between row shuffling and value alteration in DSM matrices is governed by its sparsity or ”softness”. Harder
DSM matrices have their mass in each row and column concentrated on few elements and are thus close
to true permutation matrices, where all mass is concentrated on a single element. In this sense, harder
DSM matrices are more limited to row shuffling. Softer DSM matrices on the other hand, have their row
and column mass distributed across many elements and therefore are able to alter the values of individual
weights.

In order to support our hypothesis that individual submodels only differ in the specific permutation
of their weights, we measure the sparsity of the learned DSM matrices. If the learned DSM matrices are
sparse, then they are in fact close to true permutation matrices and our claim is supported. If the learned
DSM matrices are soft, then simply permuting the weights of the submodels was not sufficient and our
claim is weakened. We measure sparsity by measuring the average uniformity of the rows. In the case
of a permutation matrix, only one row element has value 1 while all other elements have value 0. In
this sense we are maximally distant from a uniform distribution. On the other hand, if a row forms a
uniform distribution, then we have maximum uniformity. Hence, for each DSM matrix we calculate the
mean normalized entropy of the rows. As entropy is maximized in the case of a uniform distribution [2] and
minimized by a distribution in which all probability mass is centered on one element, the mean normalized
entropy will be 0 in the case of a permutation matrix and 1 in the case of a DSM matrix with uniformly
distributed rows. In other words, the larger the mean normalized entropy, the softer the DSM matrix.
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Figure 6: Mean normalized entropy for the learned DSM matrices by different number of layers and
Sinkhorn temperatures. A score of 0 indicates a permutation matrix, while a score of 1 indicates a DSM matrix
with uniformly distributed rows.

In Fig. 6 the mean normalized entropy scores are given for different number of layers and Sinkhorn
temperatures (τ). There are three important observations. Firstly, the normalized entropy increases with
τ . This is as expected, as when τ → 0 the DSM matrix approaches a permutation matrix. Secondly, as
the number of layers increases, the normalized entropy increases. This indicates, that as the complexity of
the optimization process increases, the more difficult it is to align weights simply through row shuffling.
Lastly, for τ = 1, the normalized entropy is around 0.06, which is very close to 0. Hence, the DSM matrices
we have learned and which have led to significant accuracy increases, are very close to hard permutation
matrices.

In addition to the normalized entropy scores, we visualize three different learned DSM matrices for
τ = 0.1, 1, 10 in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the learning of τ = 0.1 is quite limited. Based on the fact
that all cost matrices are initialized with the Identity matrix and that τ = 0.1 still has significant mass on
the diagonal post training, indicates that it has not changed significantly relative to initialization. On the
other hand τ = 1, 10 deviate completely from initialization and appear to learn permutations. However, it
is clear that τ = 1 is closer to an actual permutation matrix, as one can see far more mass concentration
on individual elements.

7.5 Exploring the τ hyperparameter

The permAVG approach contains a hyperameter τ , which controls the softness of the DSM matrices. As
seen in section 7.4, we have seen that large τ such as 5 and 10 lead to DSM matrices that are significantly
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Figure 7: Visualization of the learned DSM matrices for varying levels of ”softness” (τ = 0.1, 1, 10). For
τ = 0.1, the DSM matrices are unable to meaningfully deviate from initialization, which is the Identity matrix. For
τ = 1 there is clear concentration of mass on individual elements, which resembles a hard permutation matrix. τ = 10
has significantly less mass concentration than τ = 1 and therefore deviates more from a hard permutation matrix.

more sparse than τ ≤ 1 and that τ ≤ 1 leads to DSM matrices which are very close to hard permutation
matrices. In order to investigate the impact of DSM softness on performance, we calculate the accuracy of
several permAVG models with different τ (0.1,0.5,1,5,10). The results are depicted for the CIFAR10 [26]
dataset in Fig. 8. Interestingly, the maximum accuracy is attained at τ = 1. This is interesting, as one
may expect softer DSM matrices to perform better, as they have greater flexibility. However, it appears as
if DSM matrices that are closer to true permutation matrices are more performant. This finding supports
our theory that submodels only differ in a single permutation. It should be noted however, that very small
τ such as 0.1 perform the worst and therefore that strict permutation matrices would not perform well.

7.6 Sequential optimization

We have seen in section 7.1 that the permAVG method is unable to scale with ensemble size. One theory
regarding the cause of this scalability bottleneck, could be the complexity of the optimization process. For
example, the 6-submodel, 4-layer permAVG requires learning 15 DSM matrices simultaenously. In order to
reduce optimization complexity, we propose an adapted optimization procedure in which the DSM matrices
are learned sequentially. The process works as follows: We initially learn a permAVG model consisting of
two submodels. We then freeze the parameters of the learned DSM matrices, add a new submodel and
then learn the DSM matrices only of the new submodel. We continue the procedure until we reach the
desired ensemble size.

The results on both CIFAR10 [26] and FMNIST [44] can be seen in Fig. 9. Unfortunately, the sequential
optimization procedure is unable to significantly improve performance relative to the 2-submodel permAVG.
In the CIFAR10 [26] dataset the procedure can only slightly increase accuracy by 0.12% in the 2-layer case
and cannot improve accuracy in the 3 and 4-layer cases. In FMNIST [44], accuracy is increased 0.16%
and 0.17% for 2 and 3-layers respectively and is unable to improve accuracy in the 4-layer case. Such mild
accuracy increases are most likely not worth the additional computational requirements of such a sequential
approach. In conclusion, we find that the sequential approach is unable to significantly improve accuracy.
This raises doubts that the complexity of the optimization process is the true source of the performance
bottleneck.
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Figure 8: Accuracy of different number of layers and Sinkhorn temperatures τ on CIFAR10. Highest accuracy
is attained at τ = 1, in which the DSM matrices are close to hard permutation matrices (Fig. 6, 7). Interestingly,
increasing the flexibility of the DSM matrices (τ = 5, 10) does not result in higher accuracy. This suggests that
optimal DSM matrices primarily focus on shuffling the rows of the weight matrices, rather than changing the values
of the weights. However, solely row shuffling does not seem to be optimal either, as the hardest DSM matrices
(τ = 0.1), attain the lowest accuracy.

8. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have proposed a novel ensembling method to overcome the computational constraints
of deep ensembles and therefore be more applicable in resource constrained environments. Whereas deep
ensembles are ensembled in function space, we proposed ensembling neural networks in parameter space.
However, whereas linear models can be ensembled in this manner, neural networks cannot, as each inde-
pendently trained network finds a distinct mode in the loss landscape. Naively averaging over networks
in different modes leads to poor results, as the average model most likely does not lie in a valley of
the loss landscape. In order to overcome this drawback, we proposed learning permutations such that
all networks can be permuted into the same mode. Thereafter, emulating Bayesian approximations and
weight-averaging procedures such as SWA, the networks can simply be averaged in weight space. However,
as opposed to such methods which exhibit strong inter-model correlations due to the dependence on a
single training trajectory and solution, the permAVG approach averages over independently trained and
therefore far more diverse models. To theoretically justify why neural networks can be permuted into the
same mode, we build upon the fact that the loss landscape is full of symmetries such as permutation
invariance and hence different modes need not imply distinct functions. We hypothesized that all networks
in a deep ensemble may in fact be estimations of the same underlying function and therefore only vary in
the specific permutation of their weights.

Based on our experimental results, we find the permAVG approach to be a viable ensemble method
and to be competitive to both deep ensembles and knowledge distillation. The 2-submodel permAVG is
able to signficiantly increase accuracy relative to the baseline and Bayesian approximation methods and
is able to match and occasionally outperform deep ensembles and knowledge distillation. In cases when
training resources are limited and submodel training is costly, the 2-submodel permAVG may in some cases
be the superior method. The greatest weakness of the permAVG approach relative to the deep ensemble
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Figure 9: permAVG accuracy results using a sequential optimization procedure on both CIFAR10 [26] and
FMNIST [44]. Although there are marginal improvements, such mild accuracy improvements do not warrant the
additional computational costs required of such a sequential approach.

and knowledge distillation approaches is its inability to scale with ensemble size. We hypothesized that the
scaling bottleneck may be a results of the complexity of the optimization problem and proposed a sequential
optimization procedure as a solution. Unfortunately, the sequential procedure was unable to meaningfully
increase accuracy.

Furthermore, we investigated the properties of the learned DSM matrices, to understand in what sense
they are optimal. We saw that the optimal DSM matrices were learned with τ = 1 and that they were very
close to hard permutation matrices. This implies that the optimal DSM matrices primarily shuffle the rows
of the weight matrices, rather than changing the values of the elements. Furthermore, we saw that the
permAVG approach was aligning the rows of the weight matrices such that the values of the elements were
closest. This was clear as the permuted weight matrices had lower mean distance, lower standard deviation
and higher correlation. Lastly, we saw that the original weight matrices exemplified almost no correlation,
which supports the statement that there is little correlation between the models in a deep ensemble.

Lastly, we summarize all evidence for and against our hypothesis that all networks can be permuted
into the same mode, as they are approximations of the same underlying function. The performance of
the 2-submodel permAVG suggests that there is merit to learning permutations and hence supports the
possibility that two networks can be permuted into the same mode. Additionally, as our experiment in
section 7.3 showed, the average at α = 0.5 of the permuted submodels attained the highest accuracy
and lowest total loss, while the average of the original submodels led to the lowest accuracy and highest
total loss. This implies that in the former case, both submodels lie in the same mode and hence so does
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their average, while in the latter case the average most likely does not lie in either mode of the original
submodels. Lastly, we saw that the learned DSM matrices are in fact close to hard permutation matrices
and hence that the optimal operation was dominantly row shuffling. This implies, that one is able to
increase accuracy simply by shuffling the rows of the weight matrices prior to averaging, which is in line
with our hypothesis. However, despite these positive findings, the inability of the permAVG model to scale
past 2-submodels raises doubts as to whether one can simply permute all submodels to the same mode.
This suggests that not all submodels in a large deep ensemble may be functionally equivalent and hence
that functions may differ in more than just a permutation.

Future work: Due to the significant accuracy gains of the 2-submodel permAVG, a natural outstanding
question is whether these results can be extrapolated to larger ensemble sizes. In this sense, the full potential
of the permAVG method is unknown and unlike knowledge distillation its potential does not seem to be
upper-bounded by that of the deep ensemble. Future research could investigate this scalability bottleneck
and perhaps suggest alternative solutions. Additionally, such potential solutions may benefit from a deeper
understanding of why the permAVG method works. Although, we have provided evidence for the fact that
2-submodels can be permuted into the same mode, it could be investigated whether this is really a result of
the permutation symmetries in the loss landscape or whether the permutations are forced. For example, one
could test the permAVG method on the following two different submodel scenarios: 1) Creating an initial
submodel and calculating a second submodel by applying a known hard permutation to the initial submodel
and perhaps adding some random noise. 2) Creating two submodels which are know to be functionally
different. In the first case, one could analyse to what extent the permAVG method is able to uncover the
true permutation. In the second case one could understand, whether being functionally equivalent is even
necessary for the permAVG approach. In fact, if the permAVG method does not strongly rely on the fact
that both models are functionally equivalent, then it could even have broader potential for application.

Lastly, one could investigate to what extent the permAVG approach can be extended to other neural
network architectures beyond the multilayer perceptron. For example, is it possible to apply the permAVG
approach to the convolutional filters of a CNN?
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A. Additional visualizations

Figure 10: Top: The multilayer perceptron architectures for the submodels of 4,3 and 2 layers for the CIFAR10 [26]
dataset. Bottom: The same repeated for the FMNIST [44] dataset.
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Figure 11: Left: Average accuracy on CIFAR10 [26] for deepEnsemble (DENOTED BY deepEns), permAVG, KD
and the submodels. Right: The same repeated for the FMNIST [44] dataset.
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